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Abstract— Within the Industry 4.0 context, industrial robots
need to show increasing autonomy. The manipulator has to be
able to react to uncertainties/changes in the working environment, displaying a robust behavior. In this paper, a control
framework is proposed to perform industrial interaction tasks
in uncertain working scenes. The proposed methodology relies
on two components: i) a 6D pose estimation algorithm aiming
to recognize large and featureless parts; ii) a variable damping
impedance controller (inner loop) enhanced by an adaptive
saturation PI (outer loop) for high accuracy force control (i.e.,
zero steady-state force error and force overshoots avoidance).
The proposed methodology allows to be robust w.r.t. task
uncertainties (i.e., positioning errors and interaction dynamics).
The proposed approach has been evaluated in an assembly
task of a side-wall panel to be installed inside the aircraft
cabin. As a test platform, the KUKA iiwa 14 R820 has been
used together with the Microsoft Kinect 2.0 as RGB-D sensor.
Experiments show the reliability in the 6D pose estimation and
the high-performance in the force-tracking task, avoiding force
overshoots while achieving the tracking of the reference force.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Considering the Industry 4.0 (I4.0) scenario, manipulators
are taking in charge onerous and repetitive tasks [1] to
relieve humans from mental and physical heavy operations
[2]. A wide range of such applications can be classified
as interaction tasks [3]: the manipulator has to interact
with the surrounding environment to achieve its goals (e.g.,
assembly tasks). While performing such applications, the
manipulator has to be capable to sense the working scenario,
identifying the components to be manipulated and controlling
such interaction [4]. However, considering the I4.0 paradigm,
the industrial plant (and, therefore, the manipulator working
place) becomes a dynamic and flexible environment, allowing the reconfigurability of the cells to pander the production requirements [5]. In such a scenario, the capability of
the robotic system to dynamically map the working place,
identifying the proper actions to be executed, is mandatory.
Moreover, the implemented control methodologies have to be
robust in order to deal with uncertain interaction dynamics
while achieving high performance.

A. 6D Pose Estimation
In order to obtain flexible autonomous robots, manipulating parts in unstructured environments, it is essential to
exploit vision systems and computer vision algorithms to
face with parts position uncertainty. Recognition and pose
estimation algorithms are, therefore, used to identify an
object and to estimate its 6D pose in the environment.
Most of the pose estimation methods proposed in the
last decade are based on local features [6], [7] used on
2-dimensional images took from slightly different viewpoints [8]. Feature-based approaches are well suited for
objects with a texture. Conversely, when dealing with object
without texture, the performance of those algorithms would
degrade significantly. To overcome this issue, alternative
detection and pose estimation approaches based on the
edges [9]–[11] were proposed. However, local features and
edges on 2D images are not very reliable in case of changes
in lighting or strong reflections.
Other popular approaches for recognition and 6D pose
estimation are based on 3D Point Cloud and uses the 3D
CAD model for object recognition and shape matching [12].
In such approaches there are different methods that use
global descriptors or local descriptors [13]. Local descriptors
are computed for individual points or around keypoints while
global descriptors encode object geometry and are computed
for the cluster that represents an object. However, also those
methods rely on objects with strong visual features (e.g.,
texture, complex shape, etc.).
Recent methods based on machine learning and CNNs can
effectively face the problem of lacking visual features [14].
However, machine learning approaches need large datasets
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Fig. 1: Experimental setup: the KUKA iiwa 14 R820 and the
Microsoft Kinect 2.0 are used to assembly a sidewall panel.

with thousands of labeled training samples, resulting in a
significant amount of time for each new object.
B. Force-Tracking Control
The need to control the interaction between the robot and
the environment is required in many industrial applications
[15]. In order to deal with (partially) unknown environments, impedance [16] based controllers can be adopted to
implement a required robot dynamics, while allowing the
tracking of a specific position/force. Control methodologies
have been developed in order to achieve high performance
during the interaction control applications, exploiting (a)
Setpoint Deformation (SD) methodologies [17]–[19] and
Variable Impedance Adaptation (VIA) [20]–[22].
SD algorithms aim to deform the impedance control setpoint to achieve position/force tracking. Such deformation is
often based on the estimation of the interaction environment
stiffness [17]. Many different approaches have been developed, from simple proportional gain controllers to more advanced algorithms, involving e.g., machine learning methodologies [18] or non-contact to contact transients control [19].
VIA methods aim to adapt the impedance parameters (i.e.,
damping and/or stiffness parameters) during the interaction
execution. The developed methodologies relies only on the
force feedback to tune the impedance control parameters
in order to achieve the target interaction force. Commonly,
SD approaches maintain a constant dynamic behavior of
the robot (resulting in limited controllers bandwidth). VIA
approaches adapt the bandwidth of the controllers on the
basis of the measured interaction, however, being affected
by force overshoots and steady-state force errors. In fact,
even if some approaches consider energy tanks and/or task
energy to guarantee the passivity (i.e., the stability) of the
controlled robot [23], such approaches are not considering
the force overshoot issue in the controller design.
Few approaches are considering the impact issue. [24]
developed a hybrid position-force controller exploiting multiple 1D-distance measurement radars to detect the interaction
environment position and switching control mode. However,
its validation is only available in simulation. Moreover,
the used 1D-distance measurement radars work in a freeocclusions scenario. [25] developed instead an SD approach
exploiting the estimation of the interaction environment
stiffness. However, such estimation requires the modeling
of the environment and a more complex implementation to
tune the different parts of the algorithm.
C. Paper Contribution
The aim of the proposed paper is to overcome the above
discussed difficulties in autonomous interaction tasks (i.e.,
parts positioning and interaction dynamics uncertainties),
effectively combining vision algorithms and interaction control. The works in the field commonly concentrate only
on the vision part [26] or on the control part [27]. Some
approaches are effectively combining vision techniques and
interaction control, however, without considering force overshoot issues and implementing simple state-of-the-art con-

Fig. 2: Uncertainties compensation control framework involving the
6D pose estimation and the force-tracking controller.

troller [28]. The proposed approach, therefore, aims to combine the advantages of both the vision and advanced control
techniques. In particular, two main components are proposed:
i) a 6D pose estimation algorithm, and ii) a variable damping
impedance controller (inner loop) enhanced by an adaptive
saturation PI (outer loop) for force-tracking performance.
i) exploits the 6D pose estimation algorithm, so that large and
textureless parts can be identified in the industrial environment, providing the initial robot positioning. ii) exploits the
proposed force-tracking algorithm, so that high accuracy in
force control task (i.e., zero steady-state force error and force
overshoots avoidance) is achieved, without any knowledge
of the interaction dynamics (i.e., no need to online estimate
the part/environment compliance such as in [25]). The forcetracking algorithm combines a variable damping impedance
controller (to achieve an over-damped robot behavior) with
an adaptive saturation PI force controller (to avoid force
overshoots while tracking the reference force). The developed methodology has been evaluated in an assembly task
involving a sidewall panel (i.e., a big-size compliant part)
in the aerospace industry context of the H2020 CleanSky 2
EURECA project [29]. Robot and part are positioned inside
the cluttered environment with positioning (no calibrated
positions) and interaction dynamics uncertainties (unknown
interaction dynamics). As a test platform, the KUKA iiwa
14 R820 has been used together with the Microsoft Kinect
2.0 RGB-D sensor as depicted in Figure 1. Results show
the capabilities of the proposed approach to achieve high
accuracy in the part pose estimation and in the force-tracking
performance in a real industrial task execution, involving a
compliant big-size part with complex assembly features.
II. P ROBLEM F ORMULATION
The proposed control framework is shown in Figure 2,
highlighting the proposed 6D pose estimation algorithm
and the force-tracking controller. The 6D pose estimation
algorithm provides the robot with the initial pose to start the
task, while the force-tracking controller enhances the force
control performance.
A. 6D Pose Estimation
The proposed recognition and 6D pose estimation approach adopts a CAD-based model strategy. In general, the
3D CAD models of parts are easy to obtain, and CADbased methods are robust in scenarios where lighting changes
significantly and are flexible to be used in industrial domain.
The proposed approach aims to face two issues that most
often characterize industrial parts w.r.t. everyday objects:
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Fig. 3: The pipeline of the proposed 6D pose estimation system.

Textureless: indeed most industrial parts are metallic or
textureless and have simple shapes;
• Large Dimension: industrial parts could have large dimension, observed from only one point of view, and not
always completely visible from the camera.
The pipeline of the proposed method is shown in Figure 3,
highlighting the three main steps: i) pre-proccesing and
segmentation, ii) processing and filtering, and iii) 6D pose
estimation.
1) Pre-Processing and Segmentation: To efficiently and
reliably implement the 6D pose estimation, a pre-processing
phase is performed to filter out the noise and reduce the
number of points:
• Noise Removal: A statistical outlier removal filter [30]
is applied to reduce the noise from the sensor in the
acquired point cloud.
• Downsample: Point clouds has a large number of points
that increase the computational cost. Voxel Grid filter is
used to reduce number of points while preserving the
precision in pose estimation.
Segmentation allows to subdivide the scene into clusters
that represent a part each one. The proposed approach
exploits Region Growing [31] segmentation algorithm. Such
algorithm merges the points that are close enough in terms
of the smoothness constraint so each extracted cluster is a
set of points that are considered to be a part of the same
smooth surface.
2) Processing and Filtering: Geometrical constraints are
used to filter out the clusters that are incompatible with the
looking for part. First, the Oriented Bounding Box (OBB)
is computed for each cluster. The OBB is the smallest
bounding box that contain a set of points. OBB dimensions
are compared with the real ones from the 3D CAD of the
part. In the case that the dimensions are comparable within a
margin of error, corresponding cluster is selected as a guess,
otherwise the cluster is rejected.
3) 6D Pose Estimation: Considering that the part is visible from only one side, from the 3D CAD model is extracted
the point cloud of the corresponding view. Such point cloud
is used as a mask in order to perform the registration with
the extracted clusters. The computed oriented bounding box
provide also a pose that is used as initial guess to perform a
pre-alignement of the part mask over each extracted cluster.
Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [32] is then used to refine
the alignment and improve the estimation accuracy, and the
distance between the mask and the cluster is computed.
Finally the cluster with lower distance is selected as the
reference.
•

B. Force-Tracking Controller
The proposed force-tracking controller is defined by two
main components: i) an inner variable damping impedance
controller, and ii) an outer force-tracking controller (Figure
4). While in i) the impedance control damping is updated
on the basis of the reference force function achieving an
over-damped interaction dynamics, in ii) a PI force-tracking
controller is designed with adaptive saturation (to avoid force
overshoots while achieving a zero steady-state force error)
and anti-windup loop.
General Notation
M r , Dr , K r

: mass, damping and stiffness Cartesian
impedance matrices
fr
: external wrench vector
∆xr = xr − xdr : where xr is the Cartesian robot positioning
and xdr is the impedance control setpoint
K p , Ki
: proportional and integral control gain diagonal and positive matrices
fd , fdf
: step reference and filtered force
R
ef , ef
: force error (e f = fdf − fr ) and its integral
1) Cartesian Impedance Control: In order to implement
the proposed force-tracking controller, the inner Cartesian
impedance control has to be designed [16]:
Mr ẍr + Dr ẋr + Kr ∆xr = fr .

(1)

Impedance control receives the initial force-tracking task
position x0r from the 6D pose estimation algorithm in order
to compensate for (macro) positioning errors.
On top of the impedance controller, the outer forcetracking control (to update the impedance control setpoint
xdr ) and the variable damping law (to update the impedance
control damping parameters Dr ) are implemented.
Remark. Impedance
control damping can be calculated as
√
follows Dr = 2 Mr Kr hr , where hr the damping ratio matrix.
2) Adaptive Saturation PI Force-Tracking Controller: In
order to achieve a zero steady-state force error while avoiding
force overshoots, a PI force-tracking controller with adaptive
saturation and anti-windup is designed. Such outer controller
allows to update the impedance control setpoint xdr . The PI
force-tracking control with anti-windup allows to calculate
the updated not-saturated reference position xPI :
Z

xPI = K p e f + Ki

e f + AWU.

(2)

AWU is the anti-windup term. K p and Ki are the proportional
and integral control gain matrices. The saturation has to be

Fig. 4: Proposed control schema highlighting the inner variable impedance control and the outer force-tracking control.

applied to such reference position xPI in order to calculate
the saturated reference position xsat
PI :
xsat
PI (i) = xPI (i) i f | xPI (i) |≤ S(i)
xsat
PI (i) = sign(xPI (i))S(i) i f | xPI (i) |> S(i),

(3)

where i denotes the ith Degree of Freedom (DoF). The
proposed approach defines the saturation S, to achieve zero
steady-state force error and the avoidance of force overshoots, by two contributions:
S = FT − IMP.

(4)

The first term FT allows to achieve the zero steady state
force error and it is defined as follows:


FT(i) = Kr (i, i)−1 2fd (i) − fdf (i) ,
(5)
where i denotes the ith DoF. When time is zero FT(i) =
2fd (i), while at the steady-state tss FT(i) = fd (i), having a
decreasing saturation from the first contact instant to the
steady-state. It means that the manipulator is allowed to have
initially a faster dynamics to achieve the target force fd .
The second term IMP allows to reduce the saturation of
the controller on the basis of the initial impact force. The
resulting impact force can be estimated as follows [25]:
imp

fimp (i) =

(1 + λ)Mr (i, i)ẋr (i)
,
dtimp

(6)

In such a way, since initially fdf = 0 it results IMP = K−1
r fimp ,
while at the steady-state since fdf = fd it results IMP = 0.
Therefore, such term reduce initially the saturation of the
controller and it expires at the steady state.
The anti-windup term AWU in (2) is calculated as follows:
AWU =

(xsat
PI − xPI )
,
Ts

where Ts is the time constant of the anti-windup loop.

xdr = xr + xsat
PI .

(9)

Remark. Force control is activated when reference force
component is > 5 N.
3) Variable Damping Law: The damping parameters of
the impedance control are tuned to have a fast dynamics of
the controlled manipulator starting the force-tracking task,
while achieving an over-damped behavior of the interaction
dynamics as soon as the target force is obtained, aiming to
avoid force overshoots. Therefore, the damping matrix Dr is
updated on the basis of the following linear law:
Dr (i, i) = diag(fdf (i))−1 diag(fdf (i))mh (i, i) + qh (i, i), (10)
where mh and qh are the diagonal matrices of coefficients
of the linear law and can be calculated by substituting the
following conditions in (10):
Dr (i, i) = Dir (i, i) with fdf (i) = 0
Dr (i, i) = Drf (i, i) with fdf (i) = fd (i),

(11)

f

where Dir is the initial damping matrix and Dr is the final
damping matrix. In particular, Dir is defined in order to have
f
a low-damped robot behavior, while Dr to achieve an overdamped robot behavior.
III. E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION
A. Setup Description

where λ is the coefficient of restitution (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1) and dtimp
imp
is the duration of the impact (0 < dtimp ≤ 0.005 [s]) [33]. ẋr
is the impact velocity of the robot with the environment.
On the basis of (6) it is possible to calculate IMP:

 −1

d
IMP = K−1
diag fd − fdf fimp .
(7)
r diag f

R

The impedance control setpoint xdr is updated as follows:

(8)

1) Task Description: To validate the proposed approach,
an assembly task of a sidewall panel in the aerospace industry
scenario has been considered (Figure 1). Two main phases
are defined: i) a grasping phase, and ii) an installation
phase. The task shows the typical issues related to real
industrial applications: uncertainties on the relative robotpart positioning and unknown interaction dynamics.
2) Hardware Description: The KUKA iiwa 14 R820 has
been used as a validation platform. The employed vision
system is a Kinect 2.0, an RGB-D camera based on Timeof-Flight (ToF) technology. This sensor acquires a 512×424
depth map and a 1920×1080 color image at 30 fps. This
new version of the sensor is two times more accurate in
the near range and even ten times more accurate after 6
meters of distance w.r.t. its predecessor Kinect 1.0 [34].
The vision system is in eye-to-hand configuration (i.e.,

Fig. 5: Examples of pose estimation experiments performed on a sidewall panel in the project demonstrator at Fraunhofer IFAM. From
left to right and top to bottom: −60◦ , −45◦ , −30◦ , −15◦ , 0◦ , 20◦ , 40◦ , 70◦ .

the camera is rigidly placed w.r.t. the robot arm base Figure 1). In general, computer vision algorithms determine
where an object is w.r.t. the camera coordinate system, but
the robot arm does not know how to reach the part to
grasp it. Therefore, to move the robot arm to the estimated
grasping point, the transformation matrix from the robot base
frame to the vision system frame has to be computed. The
transformation matrix from the robot base frame to the endeffector frame is known through the robot kinematics, and
the AprilTag fiducial marker system [35] is used to estimate
the transformation matrix from the camera frame and the
end-effector. Hand-eye calibration from Tsai [36] is used to
estimate the transformation matrix between the robot base
frame and the camera frame. A vacuum gripper is used
to ensure the grasping, manipulation and installation of the
part. The manipulator and the vision system are mounted
on a carrier and the sidewall panel is positioned on another
carrier, both positioned inside the working environment. The
installation features are plastic snap fit fixing parts.
3) Software Description: The control schema described
in Section II-B has been implemented on top of the KUKA
iiwa low level joint position controller through its FRI
(Fast Research Interface) control framework exploiting ROS.
A control frequency of 200 Hz has been achieved. The
estimated external wrench fr from its internal joint torque
sensors has been used as a feedback to the inner impedance
controller and to the outer force-tracking controller.
The motion planning of the manipulator (to grasp and
install the part) is online computed. Exploiting MoveIt!, the
working scene is composed, including all the components
(robot, parts, carriers, fuselage). The manipulator motion
between grasping and installation phases is, therefore, computed to avoid any collision while positioning the part.
The control parameters have been imposed as follows.
The reference step force fd has been filtered at 0.65 Hz
to calculate the filtered reference force fdf . The impedance
control stiffness Kr has been imposed equal to 300 N/m for
the translational DoFs, and equal to 20 Nm/rad for rotational
DoFs. The impedance control mass Mr has been imposed

equal to 10 kg for the translational DoFs, and equal to 1
kgm2 for rotational DoFs. Dir has been imposed to have a
f
damping ration hir (i, i) = 0.7 for all the DoFs. hr (i, i) = 25 is
imposed to achieve an over-damped interaction dynamics. λ
parameter in (6) has been imposed equal to 2. dtimp parameter
in (6) has been imposed equal to 0.005 s. Ts parameter in
(8) has been imposed equal to 0.1 s.
B. Sidewall Panel Pose Estimation
The developed 6D pose estimation pipeline has been
evaluated in the sidewall panel pose estimation. The part has
been positioned in different configurations w.r.t. the camera
position. Figure 5 shows how the 6D pose estimation system
is able to recognize and estimate the 6D pose of the side-wall
panel rotated in different angles w.r.t. the camera mounted on
the robot carrier. During experimental data acquisition, part
rotation has been varied between −70◦ and 70◦ , while the
position have been varied in a radius of 15 cm from a nominal position. Twelve different configurations were acquired
and the 6D poses of the part have been manually labeled.
Ten repetition of pose estimation have been performed for
each part configuration. Object pose predictions with error
in translation smaller than 2 cm and error in orientation
smaller than 3◦ are assumed as correct identification. In
the described experimental conditions, 6D pose estimation
algorithm predict with a 100% success rate the sidewall panel
6D pose until ±45◦ with a standard deviation of 1 millimeter
in the measure of the same configuration. Performances
instead decrease to 70% success rate until ±70◦ and standard
deviation increased to 3 millimeters.
C. Assembly Task Execution
The force-tracking controller has been evaluated in the
assembly of the sidewall part (grasping and installation). The
proposed force-tracking controller has been compared with a
standard controller: a constant-damping impedance controller
with non-saturated PI (control parameters have been imposed
as in Section III-A.3, with constant damping equal to Dir ).
Considering grasping phase, exploiting the identified part
location, the robot is positioned to start the grasping task.
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Fig. 8: The assembly sub-tasks for the sidewall panel inside the aircraft cabin are shown, highlighting grasping and installation phases.

Reference force has been imposed equal to 50 N in the robot
tool direction. Figure 6 shows the force-tracking capabilities
of the proposed algorithm. The measured force fr tracks
the filtered reference force fdf and no overshoots are shown
w.r.t. the step reference force fd . The standard controller,
instead, shows force overshoots and instabilities. Considering
installation phase, on the basis of the identified installation
location, the robot is positioned to start the installation
task. Reference force has been imposed equal to 170 N in
the robot tool direction. Figure 7 shows the force-tracking
capabilities of the proposed algorithm. The measured force
fr tracks the filtered reference force fdf and no overshoots
are shown w.r.t. the step reference force fd . The standard
controller, instead, shows force overshoots and instabilities.
The complete assembly task is shown in Figure 8.

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The paper describes a control framework to enhance
autonomous force-tracking tasks in industrial applications.
Being composed by a 6D pose estimation system and by
a variable damping impedance control with adaptive saturation PI force-controller, the proposed methodology allows
to compensate for positioning and interaction dynamics
uncertainties. Improved performance in both the 6D pose
estimation of the part and in the force-tracking are shown
in an assembly task of a sidewall panel in the aerospace
industry. Future work aims to include the online estimation of
the environment properties (e.g., stiffness) to online optimize
the control gains. AI techniques are also under development
to recognize installation phases and task failures from force
data, allowing the robot to correct the task.
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